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Friends of the University of North Carolina,
The FY2011 Research and Sponsored Programs Report to the
President details another record year for the University of
North Carolina. Despite the challenges of the current fiscal
climate, our institutions remain extremely competitive for
external funding, bringing in a total of $1,376,200,780 in new
awards in FY2011. Even after adjusting for activity related to
the American Recovery and Reinvestment Act (ARRA),
commonly referred to as the Stimulus Bill, the UNC portfolio of
new external funds once again grew in FY2011. The adjusted
total of $1,219,829,661 in awards represents a 4% increase
over last fiscal year. This level of continued growth
demonstrates the quality and commitment of our faculty and
staff.

Award totals increased in FY11 for ten of our
universities and UNC General Administration. Page
seven of this report highlights areas where our diverse
portfolio of extramural funding is impacting economic
development, health, and the environment across the
state.

Some sponsored awards provide UNC institutions with a
portion of the costs of conducting research. The Facilities and
Administrative (F&A) receipts, when applied wisely to research
costs, can result in the kind of growth seen on page four.

I invite you to review the full report, and feel free to
contact the Office of Research and Sponsored
Programs with any questions. I look forward to
another record year.

ARRA has increased federal funds available for university
research to unprecedented levels. UNC constituent universities
aggressively pursued these funds, collectively applying for over
$1.44 billion and receiving over $330 million in ARRA funds to
date. As seen on page five, the extraordinary efforts to apply
for these one‐time ARRA funds since FY09 were above and
beyond the growing number of annual proposals our campuses
submitted.

Finally, this is our second year using a new report
format. We hope that this structure continues to
provide critical datasets while also highlighting
accomplishments and initiatives that clearly
demonstrate the impact of University of North
Carolina research and sponsored programs.

Sincerely,

Suzanne Ortega
Senior Vice President for
Academic Affairs
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The University of North Carolina
Sponsored Program Activity
Fiscal Year 2011
(July 1, 2010 – June 30, 2011)
Steady Progress
In FY11, UNC institutions
once again demonstrated
their competitiveness for
sponsored programs.
As ARRA competitions
and funding become a
thing of the past, annual
award dollars will begin to
trend more towards
normal levels. Such
trending appears this
year, with overall award
dollars ($1.38B) reflecting
a 2% decrease from
FY10.
The adjusted annual total
of $1.22B is 4% growth
over the previous fiscal
year. The adjusted total
does not include ARRA
(Stimulus Bill) funding,
which has boosted
systemwide award totals
since FY09.
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The University of North Carolina
Trends in Awards

Sponsored Programs from FY97 to FY11

In the last 15 years, UNC
sponsored program activity has
doubled, even without the recent
boost from ARRA funds (shown in
gold). A significant factor in this
rapid growth has been the ability
of UNC institutions since FY99 to
retain the facilities and
administrative (F&A) receipts that
are awarded to help institutions
cover the costs of conducting
research. UNC institutions utilize
F&A receipts to, among other
things, maintain and expand
research infrastructure like
equipment; invest in new
research through matching funds,
seed grants and “start up”
packages for new faculty; support
library holdings; and ensure
compliance with federal and other
regulations.
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The University of North Carolina
Trends in Proposal Submissions

Growth in Proposal Submissions
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At a time when all UNC institutions are doing more
with less, the role of our campus research faculty,
administrators and staff has never been more
critical. Over the past five fiscal years, the number
of annual proposal submissions increased by 29%
across all UNC campuses. The percentage
increase in proposal submissions does not account
for the additional effort required of our faculty and
staff to submit ARRA proposals since 2009 and to
administer those that were awarded.
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The University of North Carolina
Fiscal Year 2011 Sponsors
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Note: The graphic represents
percentages after subtracting interinstitutional subagreements.
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The University of North Carolina
Fiscal Year 2011 Highlights
Research and sponsored programs at all UNC institutions contribute to the
economic vitality of their regions and support important industry sectors in
the state, such as energy efficiency and healthcare. For this reason, care is
taken to support and develop the research enterprise at each UNC campus,
some of which are highlighted here.
Award:
Recipient:
Sponsor:
Amount:

Weatherization Innovation in NC (WINC)
UNC Charlotte (Dr. Thomas Gentry, PI)
US Department of Energy
$2,005,945

The WINC project demonstrates best practices and tests several innovations
for effective weatherization of homes in rural and semi-urban areas of North
Carolina. The project aims to weatherize 800 homes for low-income families
in 12 counties covering each of the three climate regions of North Carolina.
WINC was developed with a sustainability-themed approach that seeks to
enhance whole-house building performance; be cost effective; and build
social capital.
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The University of North Carolina
Select Initiatives in Research and Sponsored Programs
REACH NC
REACH NC is a Web-based portal that enables users to find experts and assets within North
Carolina higher education and research institutions. With funding and support from UNC
General Administration, Golden LEAF, NC Biotechnology Center, Research Triangle Foundation
and TUCASI, the portal was established in May 2011 at www.reachnc.org. It included select
expert profiles from two pilot campuses, North Carolina State University and the University of
North Carolina at Chapel Hill. Significant progress was made throughout the remainder of
FY11 to prepare and display other UNC institutions in the portal.

Undergraduate Research
The State of NC Undergraduate Research and Creativity Symposium (SNCURCS,
pronounced “Snickers”) occurs through a rich partnership between North Carolina’s public and
private universities and community colleges. On November 2010, Meredith College hosted
over 340 students from 39 NC institutions presented their original research and creative works
to hundreds of attendees. On April 13, 2011, nearly 100 undergraduates representing all UNC
institutions participated in the biennial Research in the Capital event, an opportunity for our
students to share their original research with our legislative delegation in Raleigh.

Representative Garland Pierce with UNC Pembroke
student presenters at Research in the Capital. 2011.

Innovation Development and Transfer
Throughout 2010, UNC campuses sought to strengthen their innovation development and
transfer efforts by identifying areas of research strength and commercial potential, evaluating
systems and programs to support entrepreneurial individuals, and developing novel, efficient
technology development processes. Our February 2011 report documents the significant
progress made by each UNC institution as a result of the yearlong initiative. The full report is
available at
http://www.northcarolina.edu/research/initiatives/tech_transfer/FINAL_PhaseI_Report.pdf

Electronic Research Administration Initiative
FY11 brought significant progress in the effort to bring UNC campuses onto RAMSeS,
an electronic research administration tool developed by UNC Chapel Hill. Work
continues to expand and standardize usage, reporting practices, and capabilities
across the campuses.

RAMSeS
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